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Abstract—The interest in homomorphic encryption/decryption is increasing due to its excellent security properties and operating facilities. It allows operating on data without revealing its content. In this work, we suggest using homomorphism for Hardware Trojan protection. We implement two partial homomorphic designs based on ElGamal encryption/decryption scheme. The first design is a multiplicative homomorphic, whereas the second one is an additive homomorphic. We implemented the proposed designs on a low-cost Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA. Area utilization, delay, and power consumption are reported for both designs. Furthermore, we introduce a dual-circuit design that combines the two earlier designs using resource sharing in order to have minimum area cost. Experimental results show that our dual-circuit design saves 35% of the logic resources compared to a regular design without resource sharing. The saving in power consumption is 20%, whereas the number of cycles needed remains almost the same.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Increasing the complexity of systems proclaims the outsourced manufacturing concept nowadays. This raises a lot of trust issues in the design industry in many directions. Anyone with access to any step of the manufacturing process could alter the final product to inject a Hardware Trojan. Malicious circuitry can be injected by fabrication facilities or third party IP owners. This threatens design community as the fabrication process is obscured from designers and the details of third party IPs are hidden to protect IP owners’ rights [1].

Hardware Trojan appears to be one of the most important topics as the use of silicon chips in different applications becomes very popular, varying from cell phones, cars, to strategically important military devices. It is important to provide methods that resolve the trust issues between fabrication facilities, designers, and end-users. End-users need to make sure that products are not controlled by unknown entities, are stable enough, and will not leak critical information. Maintaining technology secrets of the fabrication facilities and design royalties of third party IP owners raises the difficulty of Hardware Trojan detection and protection. Homomorphic encryption may be used to solve this issue and defeat Hardware Trojans.

In general, homomorphic encryption is a type of encryption, which allows specific types of operations to be carried out on ciphertext and generates an encrypted result which, when decrypted, matches the result of operations performed on the plaintext. This is a desirable feature that has been utilized in many modern systems [2], [3]. In this work, we introduce the idea of using homomorphism to defeat Hardware Trojan injected in third party IPs. Consider the case where a third party IP is needed to carry out some operation on data A and will produce output data B. Fig. 1 shows the ideal world, where the third party IP does not have any access to the real data as it is homomorphically encrypted. This will give us the capability to carry out the required operation by the third party IP without revealing the original data. Thus, we can retrieve the result B after the decryption process. Full homomorphism (FH) evaluates any arbitrary depth circuit on ciphertexts, whereas partial homomorphism (PH) supports one type of operations only, addition or multiplication.

Fig. 1: Homomorphic encryption to protect from hardware Trojan.

The key contributions of this paper include:
1) Discussing new ideas to have a blind data processing by the third party IP with a minimum cost.
2) Implementing ElGamal encryption scheme, which is multiplicative homomorphic and the CRT-based Elgamal (CEG) encryption scheme, which is additive homomorphic, on a low-cost FPGA and showing the resource utilization, performance, and power analysis of both schemes.
3) Introducing a dual-circuit design that supports both, multiplicative and additive homomorphic properties and providing the obtained savings on area and power over a regular design that has no resource sharing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the related work. Overview about homomorphism and the utilized schemes are given in Section III. Hardware Trojan protection using PH is introduced in Section IV. Experimental evaluation and estimation of the overhead of the proposed methods are shown in Section V. Section VI concludes the work.
II. RELATED WORK

Recently, some architectural methodologies try to increase the chances of the activation of a Hardware Trojan during testing. Salmani et al increased the Trojan activity by inserting dummy flip-flops in the design [4]. They chose the locations of the inserted flip-flops based on a transition probability threshold. Rajendran et al. introduced a methodology for securing all the gates of the design using ring oscillators [5]. They added extra logic that converts paths of the circuit into ring oscillators. Changes in the frequency of the ring oscillators were used to detect the presence of Trojans. Al-Anwar et al. in [6] developed a novel method for the protection against a hardware Spyware that depends basically on decreasing the probability of seeking sensitive information. They introduced multiplexing between multiple variants implementation. Then, they used cyclic redundancy check (CRC) to detect the infected IP. In [7], Al-Anwar et al. suggested obfuscating the output of the suspected IP before sending out data, then undoing that obfuscation at the input of the receiver in order to protect data from leaking and avoid injected triggering. They introduced using either RC4 or a simple obfuscating function. Ibn Ziad et al. injects a Hardware Trojan in a voting machine to tamper voting results [8]. The attack depends mainly on the unused bits. They provided a protection technique against the proposed attack and showed its overhead. Al-Anwar et al. in [9] introduced multiplexing reconfigurable IPs’ outputs and CRC Trojan detection scheme (MCRC) method in order to decrease the probability of leaking critical information by a hacked IP. They also suggested using partial reconfiguration technology to remove an infected IP.

Side-channel dependent methodologies for Hardware Trojan detection aim to localize the impact of the Trojan on the circuit without activating it. Their main idea is to try to detect the presence of a Trojan with high probability via detecting the overload of the Trojan circuit on different circuit parameters; such as the delay or the power as compared to a non-infected circuit. Rad et al. studied the impact of a Trojan on the power supply transient current of an IC using statistical methods [10]. Jin and Makris used path delay analysis to detect Trojans [11]. Moreover, gate-level characterization techniques accompanied by statistical methods were used to detect Hardware Trojans [12].

Unfortunately, all Hardware Trojan detection methods require the presence of a non-infected (golden) chip. That requirement represents a real problem as it is feasible only if the design does not contain third party IPs [13]. But, if the system designer integrates third party IPs in the design, these methods become less practical. Zhang and Tehranipoor tried to provide an alternative to using a golden design by using code coverage analysis, formal verification, and ATPG methods to achieve high confidence in whether the circuit is Trojan-free or Trojan-inserted [14]. Baumgarten et al. suggested using reconfigurable logic barriers within a design to prevent the activation and operation of Hardware Trojans inserted during the manufacturing stage of an IC [15].

III. BACKGROUND

The aim of this section is to give a brief description about the idea of homomorphism, survey existing partial homomorphic encryption schemes, and discuss ElGamal security scheme.

A. Partial Homomorphism (PH)

PH has been known for many years. It offers the ability to perform a certain type of operations, addition or multiplication, on ciphertexts without revealing data. For example, let us consider the two messages, $m_1$ and $m_2$, where both messages are encrypted and their ciphertexts are given by $E(m_1)$ and $E(m_2)$, respectively. If the multiplication of the two ciphertexts is equivalent to the ciphertext of the multiplication of the two messages as shown in (1), we call this a multiplicative homomorphic scheme. On the other hand, if the multiplication of the two ciphertexts equals the ciphertext of the addition of the two messages as shown in (2), we call this an additive homomorphic scheme.

\[
E(m_1) \times E(m_2) = E(m_1 \times m_2)
\]

(1)

\[
E(m_1) \times E(m_2) = E(m_1 + m_2)
\]

(2)

It is worth mentioning that PH is different from FH, which allows the efficient evaluation of an arbitrary depth circuit (composed of additions and multiplications) to be evaluated directly on ciphertexts. The first full homomorphic encryption (FHE) scheme was introduced by Gentry [16] in 2009. Since then, there has been some work done toward obtaining efficient hardware implementations of FHE schemes. Hardware building blocks for the lattice-based cryptosystem were considered by Göttert et al. [17]. Also, Pöppelmann and Güneysu introduced an efficient hardware implementation of ring-learning-with-errors (RLWE) based encryption [18]. However, these schemes are not practical for this application due to its very large ciphertext and public key sizes. Thus, we focus on PH in this paper.

One of the earliest discoveries in the context of PH is the Goldwasser-Micali cryptosystem [19], whose security is based on the quadratic residuosity problem. It allows homomorphic evaluation of a bitwise exclusive-or. Other additive homomorphic encryption schemes that provide semantic security are Benaloh [20] and Paillier [21]. On the other hand, there exist two well-known schemes, which are multiplicative homomorphic schemes. The first one is the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) [22], which is one of the most widely used public-key cryptosystems. The second is ElGamal encryption scheme [23], which is the selected cryptosystem to be used in our work.

B. ElGamal Scheme

ElGamal public-key cryptography algorithm is considered to be one of the efficient and popular algorithms that provides a high level of security. To illustrate its functionality, let us consider that a user called Alice wants to send a private
message \( m \) to another user \( Bob \). ElGamal process works as follows. \( Bob \) generates his keys. He chooses a secret random exponent \( k \) and a generator \( g \). So, his public key is \((g,h)\) where \( h = g^k \pmod{n} \) and \( n \) is a large prime. \( Alice \) has to encrypt the message \( m \) before sending it to \( Bob \). She generates a random exponent \( l \) and sends the ordered pair \((C_1, C_2)\) to \( Bob \), where \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are defined as (3).

\[
C_1 = g^l \pmod{n}, C_2 = h^l \times m \pmod{n} \tag{3}
\]

\( Bob \) can easily decrypt the ciphertext using (4).

\[
m = C_1^{-k} \times C_2 \pmod{n} \tag{4}
\]

This encryption scheme is homomorphic with respect to multiplication as if \( (x_1, y_1) \) and \( (x_2, y_2) \) are valid encryptions for messages \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \), with the same key, then \((x_1, x_2, y_1 y_2)\) is a valid encryption of \( m_1 m_2 \). Hu et al. proposed a simple modification to make ElGamal additively homomorphic by placing the message \( m \) in the exponent [24]. So, if we encrypt two messages \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) using (3) but multiply \( h^l \) with \( g^m \) instead of \( m \), the multiplication of the two ciphertexts results in a valid encryption of \( g^{m_1 + m_2} \). The problem here is that recovering the message involves solving a discrete logarithm problem (DLP) and this is precisely the problem whose difficulty ensures security. To solve this problem, they introduced a new scheme, called CRT-based ElGamal Scheme (CEG), which uses the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) to replace one DLP in a large space by several similar problems in a more tractable search space. This allows for easily obtaining \( m_1 + m_2 \), while retaining the full security of the scheme, as shown later.

C. CRT-based ElGamal (CEG) Scheme

To illustrate how CEG works, let us reuse the previous example of \( Alice \) and \( Bob \). In the first step, \( Bob \) also chooses a secret random exponent \( k \) and a generator \( g \). He also chooses \( d_i \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, t \) such that \( \text{gcd}(d_i, d_j) = 1 \) for \( i \neq j \). So, his public key is \((g,h,(d_1, \ldots, d_t))\), where \( h = g^k \pmod{n} \) and \( n \) is a large prime. In other words, if the suspected IP is used in an electronic voting system and only does addition operation to count votes on the server side [8], it is enough to support one of the additively homomorphic schemes mentioned before in Subsection III-A. For non computational suspected IPs, it is adequate to do simple obfuscation functions before the suspected IP and the inverse of that function afterwords. Here, we discuss two partial homomorphic hardware implementations based on ElGamal encryption scheme described in Subsection III-B. The first implementation is the main ElGamal encryption/decryption scheme [23], which is a multiplicative homomorphic scheme. The second one is the CEG scheme [24], which is an additive homomorphic scheme.

1) ElGamal Scheme Implementation: Fig. 2 shows the block diagram for our implementation of ElGamal encryption/decryption scheme. The encryption module consists of two Montgomery modular multipliers, two Montgomery modular exponentiators, and a finite state machine (FSM) controller that is responsible for synchronizing other components’ inputs and outputs to perform the encryption operations defined in (3). The decryption module consists of one Montgomery modular exponentiator, one modular divider, and a FSM controller that is also responsible for synchronizing other components’ inputs and outputs to perform the decryption operations defined in (4). Both modules use a clock and reset signals as inputs. Reset and done signals are utilized to indicate the start and the end of module operations. The message \( m \), ciphertexts \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \), and the public key \( h \) are all \( k \) bits vectors, where \( k \) is a user-defined integer.

Montgomery multipliers were used in the design as the Montgomery’s algorithm [25] is the most widely used algorithm for efficient modular multiplication. Other multiplication methods like the multiply and reduce and double, add, and reduce are computationally more complex [26]. The binary Montgomery multiplier employs only simple addition, subtraction, and shift operation to avoid trial division, which is a critical and time-consuming operation in conventional modular multiplication. In fact, this multiplier computes \( Z = X \times Y \times R^{-1} \pmod{M} \) instead of \( Z = X \times Y \pmod{M} \), where \( R \) is a chosen integer that should be a power of two and relatively prime to \( M \). So, in this case, the operands need to

IV. HARDWARE TROJAN PROTECTION USING PH

Here, we introduce our suggested methods for defeating Hardware Trojan in third party IPs. First, we propose two schemes that support PH for the third party IP, which performs one type of operation (multiplication only or addition only). Then, we combine the two methods in a dual-circuit design that supports both multiplication and addition to satisfy applications that utilize the two operations.

A. Sufficient PH Support

Upon classifying the IPs based on processing type, one concludes that there is no need to afford the high cost of FH if the third party IP does only one type of operation. It is totally sufficient to have PH encryption/decryption before/after the suspected IP. In other words, if the suspected IP is used in an electronic voting system and only does addition operation to count votes on the server side [8], it is enough to support one of the additively homomorphic schemes mentioned before in Subsection III-A. For non computational suspected IPs, it is adequate to do simple obfuscation functions before the suspected IP and the inverse of that function afterwords. Here, we discuss two partial homomorphic hardware implementations based on ElGamal encryption scheme described in Subsection III-B. The first implementation is the main ElGamal encryption/decryption scheme [23], which is a multiplicative homomorphic scheme. The second one is the CEG scheme [24], which is an additive homomorphic scheme.
In general, modular exponentiation is usually accomplished by performing repeated modular multiplications. For our modular exponentiators, the LSB-first algorithm using Montgomery multiplication is used. This algorithm computes $Z = Y^X \mod M$ in $k$ executions of a loop that, in turn, includes at most two Montgomery multiplication operations, which are executed concurrently. That improves the performance of the module [26].

The decryption part of the scheme includes the usage of a modular divider module. We implemented the plus-minus algorithm as it gives the shortest computation time with a cost-effective area [27]. The key generation module consists mainly of a Montgomery exponentiation circuit and a true random number generator (TRNG) module, which is not in the scope of this paper. Finally, it is worth noting that the usage of only one multiplier and one exponentiator is enough to achieve the desired encryption results, but that results in a high critical path delay.

2) CEG Scheme Implementation: Fig. 3 shows the block diagram for our implementation of the CEG encryption/decryption scheme. This design is quietly different from ElGamal design discussed before as the encryption operations defined in (5) requires the usage of multiple Montgomery exponentiators. As the timing delay needed by one exponentiator is more than the delay of a single multiplier, the FSM controller is modified to utilize only one Montgomery multiplier. A modular reducer circuit is used to handle the operation of reducing $m$ into several $m_i$ based on the relation of $m_i = m(\mod d_i)$ for $i = 1, \ldots, t$.

For the decryption module, it consists of one Montgomery modular exponentiator, one Montgomery modular multiplier, one modular divider, one modular adder, FSM controller, and a single block of memory used to facilitate the implementation of the inverse CRT needed in (6) [24]. Input and output vectors are now $k \times t$ bits instead of $k$ bits, where $t$ is the number of ciphertext pairs.

B. Dual-Circuit Design

The main motivation for this design is that some third party IPs require the usage of more than one single type of operation. For instance, an IP may need to perform both addition and multiplication but not at the same time. One can imagine the functionality of that IP as a simple ALU that uses a selection line to switch its mode between two different operations. In this case, using one type of partial homomorphic schemes would not be sufficient. We have to implement two different schemes, such as implementing the two schemes described above, in order to prevent the attacker from revealing the ALU input and output data. We suggest a solution for this issue by combining the two previously proposed schemes, ElGamal and the CEG, in a single dual-circuit design. Thus, the proposed design supports both additive and multiplicative homomorphism.

Furthermore, we try to share resources as much as we can between the two schemes in order to have minimal design cost. For example, computing $C_1$ in (3) and (5) needs an exponentiation operation. The same situation occurs when computing $C_2$ as we need an exponentiation operation followed by a multiplication operation. The only difference is that the modified versions in (5) reuse their modules many times based on the value of $t$. Thus, we use the duality concept that enables us of sharing as much resources between the two circuits in...
order to reduce the design area. As the CEG scheme uses the same basic blocks of ElGamal scheme with some additional blocks, we depend on the same architecture shown in Fig. 3 and add a select signal that chooses between the multiplicative homomorphic one and the additive homomorphic algorithms. The FSM controller is modified to be able of handling the two cases with the same building modules. The case is the same for the key generation and decryption modules.

By using this simple idea, we manage to decrease the area cost a lot and allow for the two homomorphic properties to be available on a single module. That completely solves the issue of the third party IP, which needs to perform both addition and multiplication operation. Moreover, another possible example for an application that needs the availability of both homomorphic operations is when we have two unique IPs in a design and the first IP performs addition while the second IP performs multiplication. Assuming that both IPs will not work on the same time, one can instantiate only one instance of our dual-circuit module and control its functionality to perform the needed operation of any of the two IPs, when needed, with the minimal cost in area and power consumption.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section evaluates the performance of our proposed methods, described in Section IV, in terms of resource utilization, delay, and power consumption. The proposed methods are implemented on Xilinx Spartan-6 XC6SLX75 with FGG484 package and -2 speed grade. The area and performance results are obtained from the Xilinx ISE 14.6 tool after place and route analysis. The power is calculated using Xilinx Xpower Analyzer with 100 MHz clock.

A. PH Schemes Results

Table I shows the top-level module resource utilization of our two partial homomorphic encryption/decryption schemes, ElGamal and CEG, using vectors of size equals 8 bits.

Table II shows the maximum operating frequency of the two proposed partial homomorphic schemes along with the needed number of cycles to finish their work.

| TABLE I: Resource utilization of ElGamal and CRT-based ElGamal (CEG) encryption/decryption schemes for k = 8 bits. |
|---|---|---|---|
| Encryption | Decryption |
| ElGamal | CEG | ElGamal | CEG |
| Number of Registers | 295 | 614 | 207 | 364 |
| Number of LUTs | 420 | 715 | 259 | 442 |
| Number of BRAMs | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 |

| TABLE II: Timing performance of ElGamal and CRT-based ElGamal (CEG) encryption/decryption schemes for k = 8 bits. |
|---|---|---|---|
| Encryption | Decryption |
| ElGamal | CEG | ElGamal | CEG |
| Frequency (MHz) | 161.277 | 164.352 | 123.870 | 121.862 |
| No. of Cycles | 171 | 480 | 153 | 512 |

From power prospective, Table III shows the power analysis for ElGamal encryption/decryption scheme and the CRT-based one. It was found that the dynamic power slightly decreased in case of encryption and increased in case of decryption due to the usage of the memory component and its logic controller in decryption. The leakage power remains constant in the both cases.

B. Dual-Circuit Design Results

Here, we compare the results of our proposed dual-circuit design to using regular two IPs, one for ElGamal and another for CEG design without any resource sharing between them. We want to address the effect of our resource sharing. In order to differentiate between the two designs, we call the first design, Dual ElGamal, while the second design is called Regular ElGamal.

Firstly, Table IV shows the area reduction that results from using our Dual ElGamal design over Regular ElGamal design. The area reduction column is calculated using (8). It is clear that the idea of dual-circuit design has greatly improved the usage of hardware resources.

\[
\text{Reduction}(\%) = \frac{\text{Regular area} - \text{Dual area}}{\text{Regular area}} \times 100. \quad (8)
\]

Table V gives the maximum operating frequency of our Dual ElGamal design and the Regular ElGamal design using vectors of size \( k = 8 \) bits. The number of cycles here represents the clock cycles needed to perform one multiplicative homomorphic operation followed by one additive homomorphic operation. The needed number of cycles to get the final output is the same in both designs, except that the encryption part of our dual designs utilizes more clock cycles.

| TABLE III: Power consumption (mW) of ElGamal and CEG encryption/decryption schemes for k = 8 bits. |
|---|---|---|---|
| Encryption | Decryption |
| ElGamal | CEG | ElGamal | CEG |
| Clocks | 5.65 | 7.87 | 4.21 | 5.87 |
| Logic | 3.84 | 5.47 | 2.70 | 3.69 |
| Signals | 2.82 | 4.69 | 2.01 | 3.23 |
| BRAMs | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.74 |
| IOs | 16.51 | 8.99 | 5.23 | 2.74 |
| Leakage | 65.00 | 65.00 | 64.00 | 64.00 |
| Total | 93.82 | 92.02 | 78.15 | 80.27 |

| TABLE IV: Area reduction of our Dual ElGamal design over the Regular ElGamal design for k = 8 bits. |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| Encryption | Decryption |
| Area reduction (%) | Area reduction (%) |
| ElGamal | Dual ElGamal | ElGamal | Dual ElGamal |
| Registers | 909 | 635 | 30.14 | 536 | 364 | 32.09 |
| LUTs | 1137 | 735 | 35.36 | 626 | 457 | 26.99 |
| BRAMs | 0 | 0 | 0.00 | 1 | 1 | 0.00 |
TABLE V: Timing comparisons between our Dual ElGamal design and the Regular ElGamal design for k = 8 bits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>No. of Cycles</th>
<th>Encryption</th>
<th>Decryption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>Dual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161.277</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>118.51</td>
<td>662</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI: Power consumption (mW) of our Dual ElGamal design and the Regular ElGamal design for k = 8 bits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Encryption</th>
<th>Decryption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>Dual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clocks</td>
<td>11.78</td>
<td>8.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>5.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signals</td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>5.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAMs</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOs</td>
<td>25.27</td>
<td>5.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leakage</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td>65.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>119.44</td>
<td>95.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That is due to the usage of only one Montgomery multiplier instead of two, as illustrated in Section IV.

From power prospective, Table VI shows the power analysis for our Dual ElGamal design and the Regular ElGamal design. The usage of the duality idea results in an obvious improvement in total power consumption as it eliminates the power consumed by the duplicated modules. The savings in power consumption are 20.44% for encryption and 12.26% for decryption.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we highlighted the importance of homomorphic encryption in defeating Hardware Trojans in third party IPs. As PH is sufficient enough with some third party IPs, we implemented two designs that supports PH (multiplicative only and additive only) based on ElGamal encryption/decryption scheme.

Furthermore, we integrated the two designs together and introduced a dual-circuit design that achieved a great improvement in area and power over a regular design that combines two IPs, one for ElGamal and another for CEG, without any resource sharing between them. Our architectures were implemented on a low-cost Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA and area, delay, and power results were reported.
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